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Abstract: Free-space optical (FSO) communication, considered as a last-mile technology, is widely
used in many urban scenarios. However, the performance of urban free-space optical (UFSO) com-
munication systems fades in the presence of system vibration caused by many factors in the chaotic
urban environment. In this paper, we develop a dedicated indoor vibration platform and atmospheric
turbulence to estimate the Bifurcated-Gaussian (B-G) distribution model of the receiver optical power
under different vibration levels and link distances using nonlinear iteration method. Mean square error
(MSE) and coefficient of determination (R2) metrics have been used to show a good agreement
between the PDFs of the experimental data with the resulting B-G distribution model. Besides, the
UFSO channel under the effects of both vibration and atmospheric turbulence is also explored under
three atmospheric turbulence conditions. Our proposed B-G distribution model describes the vibrating
UFSO channels properly and can easily help to perform and evaluate the link performance of UFSO
systems, e.g., bit-error-rate (BER), outage probability. Furthermore, this work paves the way for
constructing completed auxiliary control subsystems for robust UFSO links and contributes to more
extensive optical communication scenarios, such as underwater optical communication, etc.

Index Terms: Urban free-space optical (UFSO) communication, vibration analysis, received optical
power, probability density function (PDF), Bifurcated-Gaussian distribution.

1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, free-space optical (FSO) communication has proliferated in urban

network constructions, due to the large unlicensed bandwidth (30 pHz) and high data rate (Gbit/s)
compared to the conventional radio frequency (RF) communication [1], [2]. Typical applications of

UFSO communication are shown in the Fig. 1, including (a) providing an alternative rapid-response

network when wired infrastructure is damaged or when additional capacity is needed for special

events; (b) point-to-point bridging or simplifying the campus or neighborhood connectivity; (c)

expanding the reach of fiber to the home (FTTH); (d) increasing the capacity of existing Wireless

Fidelity (WiFi) networks or very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber loop (VDSL) networks, etc. [3].

Based on the different network ranges, FSO networks can be classified into three types: (i) optical

wireless satellite networks (OWSNs), (ii) optical wireless terrestrial networks (OWTNs) (includ-

ing urban free-space optical (UFSO) communication), and (iii) optical wireless home networks
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(OWHNs) [4]. Though significant advances have been achieved in these networks for maturing

this technology [5]–[7], challenges including addressing the channel randomness, maintaining the

pointing, acquisition, and tracking (PAT), which significantly affect the channel performance, still

require more investigations [4].

Fig. 1. Typical applications of UFSO communication.

Channel randomness, usually caused by various atmospheric turbulence, arising from the re-

fractive index fluctuation in the air due to the change of weather conditions, such as rain, snow, fog,

etc. These variations in the refractive index along the propagation path translate into the optical

beam wandering and the fluctuation of the received optical intensity, thus ultimately degrade the

performance of UFSO communication systems [8]. Nevertheless, it is delightful that plenty of the

statistical channel models have been proposed to describe the UFSO links under atmospheric

turbulence, e.g., K-exponential [9], log-normal [10], and Gamma-Gamma [11] distribution models.

Furthermore, there are works like [12], [13], which focus on UFSO channel characterization and

experimental validation in a coastal environment. All of these proposed models help to analyze

the turbulent UFSO channels and find a proper way to decrease the influence from atmospheric

turbulence.

Besides the turbulence, challenges are also present for UFSO systems in the sphere of pointing,

acquisition, and tracking (PAT). For achieving an energy efficient and secure (lower probability of

intercept/detection) communication link, the narrow-beam based line-of-sight (LOS) configuration

is usually employed in the UFSO system, requiring strict alignment between the transmitter and the

receiver [14]. However, due to the thermal expansion from the environment setup, dynamic wind

loads, weak earthquakes, and building sway [15], inevitable vibrations in the systems exist, leading

to the misalignment and signal outage. Furthermore, vibration induced signal loss becomes a more

pressing problem with the gradual urban development, because human activities (e.g., running,

shutting doors) and chaotic urban environment would frequently cause vibrations on UFSO links.

Enough investigations on the vibrations in the UFSO systems are thus demanded, for ensuring

advanced, robust UFSO networks.

Unlike the atmospheric turbulence in UFSO, which has been fully studied with statistic models,

as we mentioned before, investigations on the vibrations in UFSO systems are relatively sparse.

Early reports either focus on the theoretic analysis of FSO vibration links [15], [16], the effect of

base-vibration on satellite FSO systems [17]–[20], or the performance test of FSO vibration links

[21], a probability density function (PDF) that characterize the FSO vibration link under different

channel conditions is not yet established. In this paper, we propose for the first time a Bifurcated-
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Gaussian (B-G) model to describe the vibrating UFSO channels based on the measured ex-

perimental data. Our model provides a prominently benefit for further performance analysis and

evaluation (e.g., BER, outage probability) of UFSO systems and paves the way for constructing

completed auxiliary control subsystems to maintain tight alignment between transmitters and

receivers. Furthermore, this work may have reference values to more extensive optical commu-

nication scenarios, such as underwater optical communication [22], satellite laser communication

[23], and deep-space optical communication [24].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies the vibration effects on

UFSO systems. First, we introduce the measurement setup and characterize the vibrating UFSO

systems with Bifurcated-Gaussian (B-G) model. Then, we explore the Bifurcated-Gaussian model

under different vibration levels and link distances. The UFSO systems under both atmospheric

turbulence and vibration effects are studied in Section 3. Finally, discussions are emphasized in

Section 4.

2. Vibration Effects on UFSO Communication Systems

Despite our perception, buildings are, in fact, constantly in motion. This movement, regarded as

base motion, can affect the UFSO transceiver’s alignment and cause link outage. Typically, base

motion can be classified as three levels according to the motion frequency: low, moderate, and

high [25]. The low-frequency motion is defined as motion with periods from minutes to months.

It is dominated by diurnal and seasonal temperature variations, whose insignificant effect can be

neglected for an UFSO system. Moderate-frequency motion is usually caused by the wind-induced

building motion and has a period of seconds. Fortunately, moderate-frequency base motion can

also have limited effect on the performance of UFSO system since it is usually key goal to minimize

the building motion in strong winds in the structural design of a building, especially for skyscrapers.

High-frequency base motion, on the other side, with periods of less than one second, is believed

to degrade the communication performance of an UFSO link system severely, since it causes

significant communication errors. This motion is usually regarded as vibrations, usually induced

by large machinery (e.g., large fans), human activities, weak earthquakes, as well as building

sway.

2.1. Measurement Setup

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the experimental setup, and the photograph of the setup is

shown in Fig. 6. Two random-vibration-mode based vibration tables (HuiTai Machinery HTA-3000)

[26] are used to mimic random vibration effects, and a pair of Koruza units (Version 1.0) [27]

are used as the transmitter and receiver for the simulated UFSO link. It should be noted that

the two Koruza transceivers are mounted on top of the vibration tables, and vibration effects are

performed simultaneously. The detailed parameters of our vibration platforms and Koruza units

are listed in Table I.

The working principle of the simulated UFSO vibration system is described as follows: the two

Koruza units are designated as the optical transmitter and receiver respectively as can be seen

in Fig. 2. A router with a laptop in the right side is used to access and control the two Koruza

units. From the control interface, we measure the real-time intensity data of the transmitted optical

beam and then plot the PDF of the received optical power. In this study, we consider an UFSO

system with the horizontal link distance L of 3 m - 6 m and the vibration amplitude De of 0 mm -

5 mm. Therefore the pointing error angle θ equals to

θ = tan−1

(De

L

)

= 0 - 0.0955 rad, (1)

which is sufficiently large enough to simulate the real vibration scenarios for UFSO systems [25].
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the experimental setup.

TABLE I: System parameters of the simulated UFSO system.

Description Parameters Value

Vibration
table

Model HTA-3000

Frequency 50HZ

Vibrating mode Random

Vibrating direction Vertical

Vibrating amplitude 0-5mm

Vibrating source Spring

Amplitude display 0%-100%

Koruza [27]

Model Version 1.0

Wavelength 1330/1550nm

Optical power Sub 1mW

Optical beam size Around 3cm

Transmission distance Over 100m

Data rate Gigabit

Chamber

Dimension 100x35x42cm3

Humidifier 20%-99%

Heater 20◦C-39◦C

2.2. Characterization of the UFSO Communication Systems under Vibration Effects

Generally, people use two elements to describe the pointing error angle, elevation pointing angle

θe and azimuth pointing angle θa. These two angles are both considered to follow Gaussian

distribution with the following PDF [28]

f(θe) =
1

σe

√
2π

exp
[

−
(θe − µe)

2

2σ2
e

]

, (2)

and

f(θa) =
1

σa

√
2π

exp
[

−
(θa − µa)

2

2σ2
a

]

, (3)

where σe and µe are the standard deviation and mean value of θe respectively, and σa and µa

are likewise the standard deviation and mean value of θa respectively.

To characterize the vibration effects on UFSO communication systems, PDFs of the measured

data are investigated. Figures 3 and 4 compare the measured data with the Bifurcated-Gaussian
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distribution, which can be expressed as

f(I)=
1

σ1

√
2π

exp
[

−
(I − µ1)

2

2σ2

1

]

+
1

σ2

√
2π

exp
[

−
(I − µ2)

2

2σ2

2

]

, (4)

where I is the received optical power (dB), µ1, µ2 and σ1, σ2 are the mean value and standard

deviation of the two crossed Gaussian curve respectively. The results for different vibration levels

from 0% - 80% and different link distances from 3 m - 6 m show that the Bifurcated-Gaussian

distribution matches closely with the experimental data for all vibration levels and link distances,

which confirm the accuracy of our proposed model. Besides, it is notable that B-G model has

a simple mathematical form, which provides a prominently benefit for the further performance

analysis and evaluation for UFSO systems.

Regarding the model fitting process, we use MATLAB curve fitting program based on non-

linear iterative method to decompose a complex, overlapping-peak curve into two simple Gaussian

components [29]. The iterative method (a.k.a. ”spectral deconvolution” or ”peak deconvolution”),

is a kind of ”trial and error” procedure in which the parameters of the model are adjusted in a

systematic fashion until the equation fits the data as close as required. Iterative method proceed

in the following general way, as shown in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Iterative method for establishing the B-G Model

Input: I: experimental data; f(I): objective function (4); ǫ: error threshold (ǫ > 0);

Output: σ∗
1
, µ∗

1
, σ∗

2
, µ∗

2
: optimal fitting parameters

1: initial i = 0, f i = [σi
1
, µi

1
, σi

2
, µi

2
] ⊲ Make the first guesses for all non-linear parameters

2: repeat
3: i = i+ 1
4: computes f i(I)
5: compute the fitting error f i

err ⊲ by comparing with the data set

6: Update f i = [σi
1
, µi

1
, σi

2
, µi

2
]

7: until f i
err < ǫ

It is essential to calculate the goodness of fitting, which helps to evaluate the validity of our

proposed new model statistically. In this paper, two widely used metrics are employed for the fitting

goodness evaluation: mean square error (MSE) and coefficient of determination (R-square, a.k.a.

R2) [30]. The MSE of the collected data (received optical power) indicates the average of the

squares of the errors, i.e., the average squared difference between the proposed model value

and real data value, shown as

MSE =

N
∑

i=1

[Fe(Ii)− F (Ii)]
2

N
, (5)

where Fe(Ii) is the empirical distribution function of the optical power I, while F (Ii) is the

cumulative distribution function of the received optical power deduced from the experimental data,

and N is the number of bins of the histogram plot. The minimum value could reach zero ideally,

and apparently, the lower value of MSE, the better fitting between real data and model. For the

R2 method, it provides a measure of how well the real observed data are replicated by the model,

based on the proportion of total variation of data explained by the model. The mathematical form

is

R2 = 1−
SSerr

SStot

= 1−

M
∑

i=1

[

fm,i − fp,i

]2

M
∑

i=1

[

fm,i −

M
∑

i=1

fm,i

M

]2

, (6)
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where SSerr is the sum of squared error, SStot is the sum of the squared difference between

measured data and their expectation, fm,i and fp,i are measured and predicted probability value

for a given optical power range, and M is the number of bins of the histogram plot. It’s worth

noting that, different from MSE, a higher value R2 means a better fit and an R2 of one indicates

that the model perfectly fits the data.

2.3. Bifurcated-Gaussian Model with Different Vibration Levels

In this section, the experimental results are modeled and analyzed by the B-G model for different

vibration levels. The metrics of the goodness of fitting are also calculated for examining the

proposed model. As shown in Fig. 3, the fittings of the B-G model compared with the measured

(a) 0% (b) 20% (c) 40%

(d) 60% (e) 70% (f) 80%

Fig. 3. PDF diagrams of the received optical power (dB) under different vibration levels from

0%-80%.

data histograms are illustrated for all the vibration levels, which increase from 0% to 80% (i.e.,

vibration amplitude varies from 0mm to 4mm). Instead of studying the Bifurcated-Gaussian (red

line) directly, analyzing the two components of the Bifurcated-Gaussian: Gaussian 1 and Gaus-

sian 2 (green line), is more advisable. Specifically, we concern about the peak position of each

Gaussian components and the space between these two peaks, which is defined as the ”valley

width (VW)” of the Bifurcated-Gaussian curve. We are interested with the valley width because a
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smaller VW means that the PDF of the received power is closer to the Gaussian distribution, which

provides a better communication quality (because of the physical structure of the photodetector),

and contrary, a bigger valley width would have a lower-quality communication performance.

TABLE II: Goodness of the proposed Bifurcated-Gaussian fitting for UFSO system under different

vibration levels.

Vibration
level

Bifurcated-Gaussian fitting

Number of
peaks

Peak
position (dB)

Valley

width (dB) MSE R2

0%
Peak1 22.83

0 7.02% 0.961
Peak 2 22.83

20%
Peak1 22.82

0.01 6.67% 0.956
Peak 2 22.83

40%
Peak1 22.78

0.08 7.62% 0.939
Peak 2 22.86

60%
Peak1 22.68

0.17 10.33% 0.919
Peak 2 22.85

70%
Peak1 22.50

0.31 9.12% 0.931
Peak 2 22.81

80%
Peak1 22.47

0.45 8.94% 0.922
Peak 2 22.92

From Fig. 3, it can be noted that a single Gaussian distribution fits the PDF perfectly for the

case that without vibration, while the B-G model takes over when vibration appears. Besides, it

can also be noted that the valley width is growing gradually with the increasing of the vibration

levels. Table II summarized the valley width and the goodness of fitting for each vibration levels.

From Table II, it can be deduced that as the vibration level increasing, the pointing error angle

or said the vibration error of both transceivers is increasing, and thus the valley width is rising.

Besides, excellent fittings of B-G model to the measured data under all the vibration levels are

found with the values under 10.5% and over 0.9 for MSE and R2, respectively. The results show

our proposed B-G model is capable of describing the vibrating UFSO systems.

2.4. Bifurcated-Gaussian Vibration Model with Different Link Distances

In addition to the vibration levels studied above, the UFSO link distance would also affect the

vibration error. As shown in Fig. 4, the PDF diagrams along with the B-G fitting curves of the

received optical power are acquired with different link distances: 3 m, 4 m, 6 m, and each case

is tested under three vibration levels: 0%, 40%, 60%. The valley width for all the cases are

summarized in Fig. 5(b). It can be seen that: for each specific link distance, the valley width

increases as vibration level increases (as expected); and for each specific vibration magnitude, the

longer link distance, the larger valley width. (Note: Fig. 5(a) attached in the left side is the former

case for your reference). Consequently, this proved the result that valley width is proportional to

the vibration level and the link distance.

Furthermore, there are two interesting points need to pay attention to: when the link distance

is long enough, even the vibration level is 0%, the PDF of the received power would also have

non-zero valley width, this can be seen from Fig. 4(c), compared with Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b).

The reason is the existence of natural vibration, which comes from the vibration of the electronic

components of transceivers, the tiny physical vibration of the mounting substrates, and the small

vibrations caused by natural atmospheric turbulence, etc. Figure 4(i) is another point worthy of

discussion. Due to the long link distance and the high vibration level, the valley width in this

situation is very large (around 20.71 dB), which is far beyond the practical measurement range.
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(a) d=3m 0% (b) d=4m 0% (c) d=6m 0%

(d) d=3m 40% (e) d=4m 40% (f) d=6m 40%

(g) d=3m 60% (h) d=4m 60% (i) d=6m 60%

Fig. 4. PDF diagrams of the received optical power (dB) with different link distances under vibration

levels 0%, 40%, 60%.
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Therefore, in this case, we regard the entire range span (around 0.82 dB) of the received optical

power as the valley width, that means, the point wrapped with a red circle in Fig. 5(b) is actually a

modified point for analysis. But it does provide us a limit that the communication performance of

UFSO link would be degraded so significantly in or over this vibration condition that proper action

should be taken to counteract the vibration effect and maintain the alignment.

(a) VW versus vibration level (b) VW versus link distance

Fig. 5. Valley width (VW) of the Bifurcated-Gaussian curve under different vibration levels and link

distances.

3. Atmospheric Turbulence and Vibration Effects on UFSO
Communication Systems

In reality, vibration is often accompanied by atmospheric turbulence affecting the UFSO system

together, and they have different influences on UFSO systems. In order to study how they “work

together” on the UFSO system, we add a controlled environment chamber into the system, who

has a dimension of 100× 35× 42 cm3 as shown in Fig. 6. There are two main components in the

chamber: humidifier and heater, which are used to generate atmospheric turbulence corporately.

By manipulating the humidifier and heater properly, we produce three typical scenarios with

different atmospheric turbulence levels: minimum, medium, and maximum, which are denoted

as Tmin, Tmed, and Tmax in the following. In each case, we tune the humidifier and heater to

a specific value and then turn on the vibration table; the received optical power data is recorded

at the same time. Hence, the atmospheric turbulence would increase gradually and then reach

a constant value at last. Note that in this process, vibration is affecting the UFSO link as well all

the time.

The controlled environment chamber is set with a temperature of 20 ◦C and a relative humidity

of 75% in the Tmin case. As can be seen from Fig. 7, the PDF fitting curve of the received optical

power still yields to B-G model. But due to the additional effect from the minimum atmospheric

turbulence, the variation trend of valley width in this scenario is hard to be determined. Besides,

in this condition, the environment inside the simulated chamber is slightly different from that in the

lab (with a temperature of 22 ◦C and a relative humidity of 56%). Consequently, the temperature

and humidity increase the attenuation coefficient of the optical beam, and change the refractive

coefficient of the air. As a result, the average value of the received optical power attenuates

around 16.8% compared with the case when only vibration exists. However, it can be assured

that, although the UFSO link is affected by atmospheric turbulence, vibration plays the central

control role on the PDF of the received power.

In the case of Tmed and Tmax, the temperature and relative humidity are set to 20 ◦C, 85% and
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup for UFSO system under vibration effects and atmospheric turbulence.

(a) Tmin + 0% (b) Tmin + 40%

(c) Tmin + 60% (d) Tmin + 80%

Fig. 7. PDF diagrams of the received optical power (dB) under minimum turbulence and different

vibration levels from 0%-80%.
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30 ◦C, 95% respectively, which would lead to the occurrence of fog inside the chamber. The results

are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Obviously, B-G model now is no longer applicable in the presence of

the strong influence from atmospheric turbulence. As we know, atmospheric attenuation is mainly

(a) Tmed + 0% (b) Tmed + 60%

Fig. 8. PDF diagrams of the received optical power (dB) under medium turbulence and vibration

levels 0%, 60%.

(a) Tmax + 0% (b) Tmax + 60%

Fig. 9. PDF diagrams of the received optical power (dB) under maximum turbulence and vibration

levels 0%, 60%.

induced by fog and clouds, and at some attenuation level (e.g., Tmax condition) the communication

system will even cease to operate [31]. Indeed, in the Tmed experiment, there’s a drop-off of the

received power once the mist starts generating, and the received power finally maintains around

6dB - 9dB. In the Tmax experiment, the received power continuously decreases with a dramatically

way until the signal totally lost (received optical power less than −10dB) due to the thick fog inside

the chamber. Therefore, atmospheric turbulence plays an absolutely dominant role in these two

conditions, compared with vibration effects. Besides, although there exits oscillations around the

peak in Fig. 8, this oscillations may not be caused by vibration, since the turbulence-induced

scintillation can also cause severe fluctuations in received optical power. Furthermore, in the

Tmax situation, strong absorption effect of the fog makes other disturbances including vibration

dwarf, and as a result, there’s almost no difference between Fig. 9(a) and 9(b).

These three cases show the ”contest” between vibration effects and atmospheric turbulence,

showing us that after a certain atmospheric turbulence threshold, the effects of vibration for UFSO

systems needn’t be considered, contrary, if below this threshold, vibration weights more and

appropriate strategies should be adopted.
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4. Conclusion

For the first time, we experimentally propose a model, Bifurcated-Gaussian model, to characterize

the statistics of received optical power fluctuations in UFSO channels due to the presence of

vibration. Considering both the vibration level and link distance, we study the B-G vibration model

respectively, concluding that valley width is proportional to the vibration level and the link distance.

The excellent values of the goodness of fitting demonstrate the accuracy and applicability of our

proposed model. Meanwhile, we also study the case in which vibration and atmospheric turbulence

act on the UFSO link simultaneously. This measurement result reveals that once exceeding a

certain threshold, the influence from atmospheric turbulence would be much more predominant

than that from vibration. In sum, our proposed B-G model has a simple mathematical form, which

provides a prominently benefit for further performance analysis and evaluation for UFSO systems,

paving the way for constructing completed auxiliary control subsystems for robust UFSO links.
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